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Ergobaum Dual Ergonomic Crutches (1 Pair) - Double 

Function Shock Absorber Underarm Crutches With 

Arm Support.

• The Ergobaum Dual ergonomic crutch is a double function shock 

absorber underarm crutch with arm support. it is designed to facili-

tate the use of crutches, reducing secondary injuries associated with 

underarm crutches while providing comfort during short or long term 

use. 

• The Ergobaum Dual is an Adult crutch for users between 5’7’’ and 
6’8’’ and supports up to 380 lbs
• The Ergobaum Dual generation model contains differ-

ent shock absorber systems throughout the crutch: One 

shock absorbing system is located in the underarm sup-

port, which consists of five sequential shock absorbers 
that prevent compression and impingement of the underarm nerves.

The second shock absorber system found in this crutch is located in 

the grip of the crutch and the third shock absorber system is located 

in the tip of the crutch. Together, the three-shock-absorber-systems 

make the Ergobaum Dual the most comfortable and advanced crutch 

system in the world.

• The patented sequential shock absorber systems plus the anatomical 

foaming pad cover provides users with the best non-restricted blood 

circulation while walking on crutches and also provides axillary nerve 
decompression while reducing pressure when you walk 

• The Ergobaum Dual is the only crutch that allows the user to walk 

with a 7-degree underarm axillar internal rotation with respect to the 
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grip. This allows for the most comfortable ergonomic result while the user walks with the 

crutch, avoiding compression of the underarm nerves and compression on the grip while 

walking. No other crutch in the world has such advanced technology.

• All three shock absorbers combined plus the Ergocap Rubber Tip technology allows for 

reduced pressure to the body or injured limb while walking on crutches.The main areas 

that the Ergobaum Dual targets to improve while walking with these crutches are the up-

per chest including the shoulders, the lower back including the hip and knee joints, and 

the palm of the hand and the user’s fingers. 

• The Ergobaum Dual Crutch has the ability to be folded when the user is not currently 

using the crutch, especially when the user needs to store it in a small compartment while 

traveling or moving. There is a button on the hand grip that allows for users to collapse 

the crutch and make it occupy half of the space that it occupies while fully assembled.

Ergobaum Dual or Ergobaum Royal?:

The Ergobaum Dual contains the same features as the world’s famous 
Ergobaum Royal Crutches. The main difference is that the Ergobaum 

Dual’s main support is in the underarm and also in the arm, while the 
Ergobaum Royal is strictly a forearm crutch. The Ergobaum Royal con-

tains two different shock absorber systems while the Ergobaum Dual 

has three different shock absorber systems (one extra system for the 
underarm support of the crutch)

Order# SKU A-037

Measure: 2’.3” x 11’.2” x 3’

Folded

Size: 5’7” to 6’10” Adj

Weight: 4 LBS per unit Materials: Medical Aluminum,

Rubber, Soft Air Pads.

HSPC Code: N/A




